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NPMAS Club Loaner
Telescopes
NPMAS members may use, 
free of charge, for a one 
month, one of the two club 
telescopes available. For 
more details, please contact 
Gerry Kocken, Properties 
Chair, at 920-336-8594.

Astronomy Day 
by Gerry Kocken 

Saturday, April 8 is Astronomy 
Day for the Neville Public 
Museum Astronomical 
Society and is put on in 
conjunction with The 
Big Event for Little 
Kids sponsored by 
Encompass Childcare.  
The event will take place at Shopko Hall next to the arena.  Set up is Friday afternoon from 
1 - 6 PM.  Saturday set up time is from 7 - 8:30 AM.  The doors open to the public at 9:00 
am and it runs till 4 PM.   Take down is from 4 - 6 PM.   We were told that this event will 
draw between 5,000 to 6,000 people that day and for us to expect 500 to 800 kids coming 
through our booth.  Volunteers need to register with Gerry Kocken at gerryk@kockenwi.
com or call 336-8594.  Entry is free to the workers, otherwise $8 for adults on the day of the 
event.  Breakfast is available for free to the workers starting at 8 AM on Saturday.  Parking 
is free in the Lambeau Field parking lot.

The activities we are planning for the kids are rocket building and rocket launching.  We are 
also planning on having solar viewing outside for the children 

and adults, a manned scope and binocular display 
for any questions that the adults may have, and 

a meteorite display, a NASA display and 
Astronomy for Beginners handouts.  We will 

also hand out small brochures for public 
observing on May 5-5 PM at the Danz 
Avenue site.

We are looking for volunteers to help out 
during the day at Shopko Hall.
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March Meeting Minutes 
by Amy Hannon-Drew

The March meeting was held on March 18, at the Neville Public Museum. Gerry Kocken chaired and Ed Smith co-chaired.  We 
had 44 attendees, including several visitors and guests of club members. The first order of business was the reminiscing of past 
events including any observing since last meeting.  Several members managed to get some viewing in despite the many cloudy 
nights. Jim Vareka spied an early morning comet and a star that has gone nova.  Gary Baier & Gerry Kocken tried out the scope 
they’ve been re-building and gave it a ‘fair’ rating as far as viewing is concerned. Upcoming events were next on the list. They 
include:  Astronomy Day, April 8, at the Expo Center in conjunction with the “Big Event for Little Kids”, and a field trip to Yerkes 
Observatory in June.  Astronomy Day will include the building and launching of rockets, solar viewing, a meteorite display and 
‘target’ viewing indoors. We are in need of volunteers so please come and put in a few hours! It is a lot of fun and the kids are great.  
The field trip to Yerkes is on June 10. There is still some room on the bus, but sign up soon!  Gary Baier gave us a NASA update 
next. It seems that SOHO has determined that we will be having a period of increased solar activity in 2007-2008. An observing 
award was given to Dick Francini for the completion of the Planetary Observing club. Congratulations Dick!  Gerry Kocken gave 
the tip of the month.  It was about Telrads and spotting scopes. Thank you Gerry. Next months tip – using setting circles!!  Ty 
Westbrook and his wife treated us to a great presentation. They shared their trip to Ireland and to the observatory there. Next month 
we get to look at what we can see just by looking up!! Join us for a review (for some) on the many naked eye objects there are to 
enjoy!! See you next month!

New memberships  
to NPMAS in March:

James Bedient 
1464 Molehu Dr. 
Honolulu, HI 96818 
bedient@hawaii.rr.com 
808-423-8660

Kendall Kelley 
3493 Elm Tree Road 
Green Bay, WI 54313 
kendall.kelley@earthlink.net 
920-819-4093

Ken Uebele 
2206 Birch Creek Rd. 
DePere, WI 54115 
920-339-8268 
kenuebele@sbcglobal.net 
Meade LX200

New Member Info from James Bedient
How did you find out about the club? I was a member of the club back in the early 80s.  I think I 
saw a notice for a meeting posted at the museum.  I got rapidly indoctrinated to Ron’s place in the 
country, and spent some really lovely summer evenings out there.  It was a really good time, and 
Ron actually got me started in variable stars, and for that I owe him some gratitude!  By 1985, my 
job had taken me to Minneapolis, and I lost touch with the group.  Now I’m thinking of retiring in 
the GB area, and I saw your website, so figured I’d sign up and keep in touch with what’s going on 
in the area.

Do you own a telescope or binoculars? My personal gear includes a 10" dob, a Pronto, several sets 
of binoculars, the largest being 11x80.

How long have you been interested in Astronomy? Since birth, as near as I can tell!

Do you have a favorite area in Astronomy (deep sky observing, planets, cosmology, etc)? Variable 
stars are certainly my first love, though I enjoy observing asteroids as well.  There’s a pretty large 
contrast between the two in the physical sense!  Some of the most fun I’ve had in astronomy has 
been chasing Near Earth Objects with the 2.2m University of Hawaii telescope on Mauna Kea and 
the 2.0m Faulkes telescope on Haleakala.  That’s also metted me 20 asteroid discoveries as a by-
product.  You can see how some of my exploits have played out by seeing my listing on NASA’s 
ADS: http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-abs_connect?author=bedient

At the other extreme,  I have enjoyed datamining, which is the art of burrowing through exisiting 
data for new nuggets of information.  I have discovered several variable stars going this route.  The 
coolest thing I’ve ever done there is spend a few days last fall working in the Harvard plate stacks 
at Cambridge, looking at hundreds of glass plates for data on variable stars.  Some of them are 
the same plates used by Henrietta Leavitt to discover the Cepheid distance scale back in the 20s.  
Some of them had annotations on their jackets by Bart Bok and other famous astronomers of the 
last century.  Definately goosebump material!

What can you tell us about yourself? Who are the other members of your family?  I’m an air traffic 
controller by trade, working in Honolulu.  My wife Barb is a Yooper, hailing from Daggett, Mich.  
We own 50 acres up there, across 577 from her sister’s farm.  Boy is it dark up there!

I have two daughters, Grace, 18, a freshman at the University of Hawaii, and Emily, 16, a junior in 
high school.

What would you like to get out of your membership? I’m just interested in keeping in touch with 
the astronomy scene in GB.  Chances are pretty good I’ll land back there in a couple of years.



Planet Watch For April
by Wayne E. Kuhn

Mercury will reach its greatest elongation west on  
April 8 and will be visible very low in the eastern 
morning sky until midmonth. While it is visible it will 
shine at magnitude 0.2 and be 7.4" in apparent size.

Venus is still in the morning sky, rising almost 2 hours 
before the sun and is in conjunction with Uranus on  
April 18. It shines at magnitude –4.1 and is 20.6" in apparent size. 

Earth’s Moon: First Quarter Moon is on the 5th at 6:01 AM. Moon is at apogee 
(251,997 miles) on the 9th at 7:00 AM. Full Moon is on the 13th at 10:40 AM. Last 
Quarter Moon is on the 20th at 9:28 PM. Moon is at perigee (226,012 miles) on the 
25th at 5:00 AM. New Moon is on the 27th at 1:44 PM.

Mars starts the month in Taurus but moves into Gemini near midmonth. It stands 
about 40 degrees high in the west after sunset and sets about 12:30 AM in the 
northwest.  It dims to magnitude 1.3 and shrinks to 5.4" in apparent size. 

Jupiter remains in Libra and rises in the east-southeast at the end of evening twilight 
and stand about 25 degrees high in the south-southwest at the beginning of morning 
twilight. It shines at magnitude –2.4 and is 43.7" in apparent size.

Saturn is in Cancer and stands about 60 degrees high in the southwest at the end of 
evening twilight. It is stationary on April 5 and then starts moving eastward. It sets by 
about 2:30 AM, shines at magnitude 0.2 and is 18.8" in apparent size. 

Uranus is still in the constellation Aquarius and is in conjunction with Venus on  
April 18. It shines at magnitude 5.9 and is 3.4" in apparent size.

Neptune is in the northern part of the constellation Capricornus all year. It dimly 
shines at magnitude 7.9 and is 2.2" in apparent size. 

Pluto starts the year in the constellation Serpens Cauda but will move ever so slightly 
into Ophiuchus in October. It shines at magnitude 14 and is 0.1" in size.
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Astronomy Photo 
of the Month

C/2006 A1 Pojmanski
 
I shot this one ~5:30 am CDT Saturday, March 
4, in twilight through my neighbor’s tree.  The 
sky was getting light.  I had just come back from 
the park 3 miles East of my house where I shot 
the comet with a digital SLR.  I’m limited to a 30 
second exposure and only got a dot w/ no tail.
Scope:  10” LX200 @ f/6.3
Camera: MX916 @ 30 seconds  
(1 shot no darkframe) unguided

by Tom Jorgenson 

Meetings,  
Events & Star  

Parties

April 8  
Astronomy Day

April 12  
Club Meeting

April 20-23
Georgia Sky View 2006 
Camp McIntosh, Jackson, GA

April 21-22
NCRAL 2006 
Appleton, WI

April 23-30  
Texas Star Party
near Fort Davis, TX

Looking Ahead:

May 25-29
WOW, Hartman Creek 

June 10
Yerkes Trip 
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An X-ceptional Night at the Eyepiece– 
July 11, 2004 (Continued from March Eyepiece)
by Dick Francini

Suddenly the two 14th mag 
stars popped into steady 
view. It was at this moment 
I realized for the very first 
time that seeing Pluto 
was actually going to be 
possible with my 8" scope. 
I quickly shifted my gaze 
over to the other side of the 
field to the position where 
Pluto should be, and much 
to my amazement there it 
was, a steady extremely 
dim point of light exactly 
at the position Pluto should 
occupy. I sat in amazement 
for maybe two minutes 
staring at this elusive prize; 
I had to convince myself 
that it as really there, no 
“averted imagination” and no “maybe I see it”. After remaining steady for  two minutes the atmospheric conditions must 
have degraded slightly, and Pluto then started popping in and out of view for varying amounts of time (sometimes only 
remaining visible for a few seconds and at other times for 20 or 30 seconds). I was pumping my fist in the air like Tiger 
Woods sinking a tournament winning putt at the Masters. The animals watching from the surrounding forest were probably 
wondering what would make a human act so strangely. 

Why was I successful this time? I concluded that a series of elements all had to come together at one time to enable me 
to experience this exciting moment. These are the elements in no particular order of importance that all came together to 
allow me to finally “bag” Pluto:  great observing conditions including a brief period of extremely steady seeing, tracking 
using my equatorial platform, a well collimated scope, the right combination of eyepiece and Barlow, using my new glasses, 
Pluto’s position “in the open” away from other dim stars, an excellent star map, using the tips from the O’Meara book of 
relaxing both body and eye and taking breaks away from the eyepiece, using the black cloth over your head, using averted 
vision, moving the scope slightly to help your eye pick up extremely dim objects, and refraining from turning on my red 
flashlight which would slightly  degrade my night vision. Let me make one more comment on the importance of the Sky 
and Telescope star map. The map showed all stars down to 14th magnitude (the same magnitude as Pluto) which is almost 
certainly the dimmest star you could ever expect to see using an 8" telescope. If a dim object shows up in the exact position 
where Pluto is supposed to occupy it must be Pluto. My scope can’t see anything dimmer and all other stars of 14th mag and 
brighter were accounted for and are in their correct positions. IT HAD TO BE PLUTO! The chart matched up perfectly with 
my telescope’s aperture. 

This is without question the best observing night of my brief astronomy career (and it started out so poorly)! 

 
It was X-ceptional! 

CONTINUED On Page 5

13th Mag. Stars

11th Mag. Star

Pluto’s Path

Pluto

North

14th 
Mag. 
Stars

12th 
Mag. Stars
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Other Interesting Tidbits about Pluto

•  In the late nineteenth century slight wobbles in the orbit of Uranus suggested the existence of a possible ninth planet. In 
1905 Percival Lowell did further studies and determined that the force of gravity from some unknown planet seemed to 
be affecting the orbits of both Neptune and Uranus. He called this undiscovered planet Planet X (maybe Planet IX would 
have been a better choice?). He was able to predict its approximate location in 1915 but died in 1916 before he was able 
determine the exact location. It was not until 1930 that a student of Lowell’s, Clyde Tombaugh, was able to pinpoint the 
location of Planet X using a more powerful telescope. The system he used for the search was very interesting. He studied 
rapidly flashing photos of the same area of sky but taken at different times. All the stationary objects would remain steady 
but anything moving would blink or wink at him. 

•  An 11 year old English girl, Venetia Burney, is credited with coming up with the name Pluto, a place she felt would be 
dark and gloomy. Pluto is the Roman god of the underworld. Pluto also starts with “PL”, using this name would give credit 
and be a fitting honor to Percival Lowell.  

•  Pluto is the smallest planet at 1430 miles in diameter (the same distance as a drive from Green Bay to Orlando FL and 
only about 2/3rds the size of our Moon) and very distant at an average distance from the Sun of 3.67 billion miles. Pluto’s 
orbit is the most highly elliptical of all the planets, it actually moved inside the orbit of  Neptune at its closest pass to the 
Sun for about 20 years (from 1979 to 1999). It takes 248 years to complete one orbit, so we have only known about Pluto 
for less then one third of one of its orbits!  

•  Another interesting tidbit about Pluto relates to its largest moon Charon. Charon’s size is very large when compared to 
the size of its parent planet. It is about ½ the diameter of Pluto making it by far the largest moon in relationship to its 
parent planet in the solar system. It is also very close to Pluto at only 11,800 miles, this is 20 times closer then our Moon 
is to Earth! Another way of stating this would be to say that Charon is only 1 ½ Earth diameters away from Pluto! As a 
result some scientists prefer to call this a double planet instead of a planet and its moon. The first photos taken from Earth 
(in 1978) show the Pluto/Charon system as an unresolved pair, or an elongated Pluto (or Pluto with a large bump on it). 
Compare this it the great picture from Hubble mentioned earlier in the article.

The information for my tidbits section came from two books; Don’t Know About the Universe by Kenneth Davis and 
National Geographic Picture Atlas of Our Universe by Roy Gallant.            

Gerry Kocken, President 
gerryk@kockenwi.com  
(920-336-8594)
Ed Smith, Vice President 
edsmith000@att.net  
(920-494-5944)
Dick Francini, Treasurer 
dfrancini@polycello.com 
(920-338-8504)
Amy Hannon-Drew, Secretary 
momran2@yahoo.com 
(920-499-0395)

Board Members:
Tom Cashman tcash99930@aol.com
Bill Hennessy fbhenn@sbcglobal.net
Joe Celmer celstar@frontiernet.net
Julie Mofle mofle.2001@sbcglobal.net
Ray Nancoz rayn_wi@charter.net

NPMAS Staff:
AL Awards Coordinator 
 Tom Cashman
ALCor  Ron Parmentier 
Web site  Anthony Kroes
Night Sky Network  Gerry Kocken 

George McCourt 
Steve Mofle

Committee Chairs:
Membership   Dick Francini 

Wayne Kuhn
Properties  Gerry Kocken
Observatory  Gerry Kocken
Public Outreach  Gerry Kocken
Messier Marathon  Mike Monfils
Astronomy Day Gerry Kocken
Club Picnic         Amy Hannon-Drew
October Field Trip Ed Smith

NPMAS Board 2006 Committee 
Chairs

NPMAS Observing Sites

NPMAS members have access to three observing sites located on private 
land and belonging to members of our club.

Parmentier Observatory — largest private observatory in WI housing a 
30" classical Cassegrain. Members may view through the 30" or bring their 
own scopes and set up in the field below. 
Observatory Number: 920-845-5626 
Ron Parmentier Home: 920-336-5878

Crivitz Observing — private residence of Dave & Carol Jorgenson. 
Located in the Northwoods of Wisconsin on 100 acres of land, this 
site offers some of the darkest skies around. The field is equipped 
with electricity and a cabin is available for use. Call ahead to make 
arrangements. 
Dave & Carol Jorgenson Home: 715-757-3296

Cedar Drive Observatory — private residence of Tony Kroes and Tara 
Adsit. Located SW of Pulaski on 10 acres of land. Members welcome 
anytime, but please call ahead to make arrangements. 
Tony Kroes Home: 920-822-4959
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NPMAS Astronomical Society

Yerkes Observatory Trip
Saturday – June 10

Join us for a bus trip to the largest refractor telescope ever built, the grand old 
dame, the 40-inch Yerkes .  The telescope was finished in 1897 and is still part 
of the research branch of the Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics of the 
University of Chicago.

We’ll see all the “guts” of the observatory, including current research projects.  
This is a fascinating tour and one you will not want to miss.  The University 
of Chicago will be selling the observatory property soon, and you may not get 
another opportunity like this ever again.

We’ll travel by a deluxe Lamers motor coach.  Please bring a bag lunch for the 
trip down.  We’ll stop for a leisurely dinner on the way home.   Cost, including 
bus and tour, only $35 per person.

Itinerary:
 9:00   Depart from SW corner of De Pere Wal-Mart parking lot.

 9:45   Pick up NEWSTAR members at N. end of Sears lot at Fox River Mall.

 10:00  Depart Fox River Mall

 (Dine on your own picnic lunch on the bus)

 1:00   Arrive at Yerkes Observatory

 1:30 – 3:30 Tour Yerkes

 4:00   Depart for Green Bay

 8:00    Arrive back in De Pere

Make $35 check payable to NPMAS
You can read more about this magnificent treasure and the observatory itself at: http://astro.uchicago.edu/yerkes/

Name _____________________________________________________________________   Number of people _____________________

Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone:___________________________________   E-mail: _______________________________________________

Additional Names _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SIGN UP EARLY (ONLY 56 SEATS AVAILABLE)

Mail to Gerry Kocken, 1357 Sand Acres Drive, De Pere, WI 54115
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April Space History
Day Year Event

04  1966  First Lunar Orbiter, Luna X

05  1991   Compton X-Ray Oservatory 
Launched

12  1981   First Space Shuttle Launch, 
Columbia

12  1961   First Man in Space, Yuri Gagarin 
(USSR)

17  1976   Closest Solar Flyby, Helios 2

19  1971   First Space Station Launch,  
Salyut 1 (USSR) 

We have a lot of 'firsts' this month, both human 
acheivements and vehicular.  Arguably the biggest 
achievement would be Yuri's flight, but beyond that, of course, the Shuttle Columbia and its sister-craft in later years.  From 
Columbia's first mission in 1981 to its ill-fated flight in February of 2003, the shuttle fleet flew 113 missions, of which the 
Columbia itself flew 28.  The loss of the Shuttle Challenger in 1986 was a great blow to the US manned space program, and 
one not easily recovered from, but the program perservered.  The loss of the Shuttle Columbia was another great blow, and 
one we are still trying to recover from.  We have sucessfully launched a shuttle since then, the Discovery in 2005, but based 
on further findings during that mission, future missions were put on hold indefinitely, until now....  Just 2 weeks ago, NASA 
announced the launch window of the second of its 'Return to Flight' missions - the Discovery will once again take to the skies.  
Scheduled for launch in July 2006, the Discovery will head to the International Space Station with a new module to further the 
building of the craft.  The crew will also conduct spacewalks, and do further tests and experiments regarding the new safety 
protocols and equipment.  

STS-121 Vehicle and Crew 
Image Credit: NASA/JSC 

Prairie Skies Star Party
Thursday, September 28   -   Sunday, October 1, 2006

Prairie Skies Star Party is held  at beautiful Camp Shaw-
Waw-Nas-See 4-H camp, near Kankakee IL.  As anyone 
who has been to Camp Shaw knows, its rustic character and 
natural setting provide a warm and friendly atmosphere for 
a star party.  We have a new name, but most of the PSSP 
Staff have been managing star parties at Camp Shaw for the 
past 25 years.  We invite you to join us as we “continue the 
tradition”.

Nebraska Star Party
Sunday, July 23   -   Friday, July 28, 2006

One of the premier attractions of NSP is the fantastic view 
of the summer Milky Way. Though observers will obviously 
spend long nights at the eyepiece, expect to spend as much 
time just looking up in awe at the fantastic summer sky. The 
NSP Milky Way truly looks like an edge-on spiral galaxy 
and the central bulge is clearly visible. 

Some observers 
have reported a 
limiting magnitude 
of 7.5  
to 8 with the 
unaided eye!! 
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April
NPMAS Meeting

April 12, 2006

Naked-Eye 
 Objects 
Gary Baier 

also:  Ed's Bit,  

Joe Celmer - Setting Circles 

April 2006
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The Eyepiece 
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New Moon

The Eyepiece 
W2175 Cedar Dr. 
Pulaski, WI 54162

NEWSTAR  
Club Meeting

Last Quarter Moon

Full Moon

First Quarter Moon

NCRAL 2006

DPAS Club Meeting Astronomy Day

Texas Star Party

DPAS Observing 
Night

DPAS, NEWSTAR, 
and Parmentier 
Observing Nights 
Spring is here!!!


